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gestions have invoked mixing due to rota-

tional effects. However, we know from seis-

mological measurements of the Sun that its

core is essentially in solid-body rotation. This

precludes rotational mixing as an important

process at some distant time in the future

when the Sun evolves into a giant star. 

The elegant new insight provided by

Eggleton et al. is that the distribution of 3He

itself plays a key role in driving this additional

mixing by establishing a distribution of 3He in

the star that is susceptible to a Rayleigh-Taylor

instability. This is similar to the well-known

instability in everyday life where a dense fluid

on top of a lighter fluid leads to the mixing of

the two fluids. Even though the unstable gra-

dient produced by 3He is tiny, the authors

demonstrate, using three-dimensional, hydro-

dynamic stellar calculations, that this leads to

rapid mixing and the destruction of 3He. 

These calculations are some of the first

results of an ambitious project led by Eggleton

and Dearborn at the Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory (LLNL) to realistically

model stars in three dimensions using a com-

puter code named “Djehuty.” The important

difference between Djehuty and all other stel-

lar evolution codes is the inclusion of three-

dimensional hydrodynamics, which can

account self-consistently for mixing and non-

spherical effects. This is a step requiring a

great deal of effort in both code development

and computational brute force. 

These results highlight the importance of

improving the underlying physics in stellar

models, especially because the driving phys-

ics in this particular case would be easy to

ignore; this apparently minor consideration

can be seen to have very important results. 

Djehuty is still a work in progress: Im-

pressive though their work already is, to model

binary stars they will require an aspherical

gravitational potential and will need to in-

crease the number of hydrodynamic mesh

points they use in the simulation by four orders

of magnitude (3). Even the addition of rotation

will cross another interesting threshold. 

Stars cannot yet be genuinely evolved

through their lifetimes with Djehuty, even

with the computing resources at LLNL;

in fact, the calculations presented by

Eggleton et al. contain less than a day’s

worth of stellar evolution. To put this in

perspective, for Eggleton’s one-dimen-

sional stellar evolution code, “an evolution-

ary sequence requires about 60 min from

the main sequence to the helium flash”—

and that was in 1971 (4). It will be a very

long time before three-dimensional stellar

evolution calculations can be done as rap-

idly and routinely as today’s one-dimen-

sional codes. 

The example of the 3He problem and its

resolution illustrates that, to understand the

origin and evolution of the universe, we need

to understand stars, and vice versa. In particu-

lar, the predictions of Big Bang nucleosynthe-

sis have pointed to a problem in stellar model-

ing. On the other hand, there are many exam-

ples where an understanding of stars in the

local universe would lead to a better under-

standing of the evolution of the universe and

its constituents on the large scale. Besides the
3He problem, there is also a 7Li problem. The

Big Bang prediction of the 7Li is at least a fac-

tor of 2 higher than is observed in metal-poor

stars (5), and in this case extra mixing cannot

provide a simple explanation. Undoubtedly,

the resolution of this puzzle will provide new

insights into the physics of stars, the Big

Bang, or even both. 
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C
omputing devices, like the information

they process, are embodied in a mate-

rial substrate constrained by the laws of

physics (1). The design of modern computing

devices has nevertheless succeeded to a

remarkable extent in separating hardware from

software and questions specific to physics from

questions specific to computation. In such a

setting, abstract formalisms of the kind envi-

sioned by Turing (2) can justifiably ignore the

nature of materials and issues such as energy

dissipation and material stability.

However, this separation between hard-

ware and software—and hence physics and

computation—breaks down when device fea-

tures approach atomic scales or when the

devices that process information are of the

same class as the information itself. How,

then, can we realize computation in the world

of molecules and their chemical reactions? On

page 1585 of this issue, Seelig et al. (3) pro-

vide an answer to this question. 

One way to formally express computation is

in terms of rules that rewrite words. Molecules,

like words, are combinatorial structures, and

chemical reactions can provide the required

rules, if we can program chemistry. To exert the

necessary control over chemistry, we must be

able to specify which components in a mixture

of molecules interact when, and where. This

control can be achieved by designing appropri-

ate single-stranded DNA (or RNA) sequences

that bind to each other like Velcro’s hook and

loop fasteners, but in an addressable manner.

Based on this idea, Seelig et al. exploit a simple

principle—strand displacement—to implement

not just logic gates, but also a toolkit of devices

for building molecular circuits of a digital kind.

In the past decade, DNA (or RNA) se-

quences have been used to find solutions to

combinatorial problems by self-assembly (4),

to encode complete decision trees for simple

games like tic-tac-toe (5), and to build pro-

grammable sensors of cellular states (6).

DNA has also been used to build nanostruc-

tures and nanomechanical devices (7, 8), as

well as two-dimensional grids that can func-

tion as frames of reference for placing such

devices at specific locations (9). For example,

Seeman and co-workers (10) have developed

a rotary device that consists of two DNA

strands woven into two pairs of helices, with a

flexible hinge region in between. This device

can act as a programmable, molecular-scale

robot arm. On page 1583 of this issue, Ding

and Seeman (11) report the deliberate, func-

tion-preserving placement of such a device in

a two-dimensional array of DNA tiles.

There are two reasons for the versatility of
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DNA as a structural, mechanical,

and computational substrate. First,

the Watson-Crick base-pairing rules

provide a natural foundation for

programming the interaction spec-

ificity of DNA sequences. Second,

base pairing provides the free

energy needed to deliberately change

structures and move computation

forward. A DNA strand will let go

of its binding partner if a third

strand offers base pairs that are

energetically more favorable. A

DNA sequence thus serves both as

a specific instruction and as the

fuel needed for its own execution.

To illustrate the case of Seelig

et al., consider two sequences A'

and B that form a complex A′B by

virtue of complementary seg-

ments. In the presence of a strand

A that offers more favorable base

pairs to A' than B, a displacement

reaction A + A'B → AA' + B will

occur (see the figure). The DNA

complex A′B therefore stands for

the statement “if A then B', be-

cause it yields B when it encoun-

ters A. In this scheme, the gate “B

AND C” translates into a state-

ment like “if (B and C) then D”, which is a

DNA complex designed to release strand D as

a result of two sequential displacement reac-

tions that require the presence of B and C (see

the figure). 

In such a system, logic gates are molecular

(DNA) complexes that execute their logic

through reactions. Gates constructed in this

way can be concatenated, because the output

string released by one gate can react with

another gate in the mixture, much like in bio-

logical signaling cascades. For example, an

“A AND C” gate can be implemented by using

a “B AND C” gate in conjunction with an “if

A then B” construct that exchanges A for B

(see the figure). This is analogous to address

forwarding in a Web browser.

A test tube typically contains many copies

of a given gate complex that undergo displace-

ment reactions in accordance with the binding

preferences programmed into their DNA

sequences. Because these reactions yield a

noisy output-strand concentration, digitiza-

tion of the output yield as “high” (true) or

“low” (false) is required to interpret a DNA

gate as a logic operation. 

Seelig et al. provide a toolkit of DNA-

based reactions for such digital signal pro-

cessing. The tools include thresholds to

remove leaks and amplifiers to restore signal

strength. For example, an amplifier permits

one input strand to cause the release of more

than one output strand copy. This can be

achieved by a feedback construct involving

two gates that mutually trigger each other (“if

A then B + if B then A”) as soon as input

strand A appears in the mixture. Alternatively,

the input strand has been used as a catalyst for

refolding a metastable DNA complex in a

process that also releases an output strand

(12). In this way, the same input strand can

help to refold several complexes, leading to

output amplification.

It can be difficult to design sequences

that make up large circuits. Complementary

regions in a DNA sequence can cause a strand

to fold back upon itself, potentially blocking

further computation. Accidental complemen-

tarities across sequences can lead to inter-

ference between computations, in analogy to

cross-talk in biological signaling systems.

Seelig et al. use a computational optimization

procedure to design sequences that minimize

the likelihood of such complications. They val-

idate their architecture and design tools with a

dazzling circuit of 11 gates and six inputs. 

What might this prototype technology be

good for? The authors envision analytical

applications in systems biology, such as the in

situ detection, quantification, or amplification

of microRNAs and transcription patterns. But

this scalable molecular programming language

may also provide a means for choreo-

graphing the assembly and operation of

future nanometer-scale devices.

Unlike electronic circuit elements,

DNA gates and their inputs are used up

as the computation unfolds through

chemical reactions; hardware and soft-

ware are one and the same. Yet, what

appear to be limitations may turn out

to be intriguing opportunities. As

gates are transformed by the very com-

putations they control, can new gates

assemble as by-products? Could one

devise a computational gate “metabo-

lism” that maintains an ensemble of

gates through a catalytic cycle? 

Milner has devised a calculus (13)

that views every component of a dis-

tributed computational system as an

interactive process, whose channels

are consumed upon communication.

Seelig et al. may unknowingly have

come close to implementing design

aspects of that calculus in chemistry.

Theoretical computer scientists may

find inspiration in a chemical model of

an influential abstraction. In return,

modifications of this calculus may

become useful in the design and analy-

sis of DNA gate systems.

Over the past half-century, the idea has

taken hold that physical processes, particu-

larly in biological systems, can be under-

stood as computation. A back-and-forth be-

tween transparent experimental models of

molecular computation and the development

of formal tools for reasoning about concur-

rent behavior might lead to a better apprecia-

tion of what it means for cells to “compute,”

“organize,” or “process information” and,

perhaps, evolve.
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Gate composition. The translator gate A’B (gray box in top row) exchanges
strand A for B. B then triggers the “B AND C” gate (B’C’D, gray box in sec-
ond row). Together, the two gates form an “A AND C” gate that emits a D-
strand in the presence of inputs A and C (light green boxes). Open and
filled bars represent complementary sequence segments. If D were A (or
give rise to A, as accomplished by a translator D’A), the end product could
reenter the cascade at the top, creating a feedback loop.
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